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CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION TO GUIDANCE PROBLEMS
Jiang Yuxian
Department of Automation, Beijing University of Aeronautics
Astronautics, Beijing 100083
ABSTRACT
The effect of inertia of the guidance systems on the closed-form solution to guidance
problems is investigated and an analytical solution is obtained. It indicates that the solution
without considering the inertia is only a special form for long Line-of-Sight, However, this solution is also available to short Line-of-Sight. The unstability of angular rate of the.
Line-of-Sight and the reason for miss-distances are also expressed by this solution. The results
can be used to analyse the effect of the proportional-navigation coefficient and the inertia of
guidance system on miss-distance^.
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There is a long history to the closed-form solution to
guidance problems [1-7]. The application of research used in
mechanics is an important means in evaluating guidance laws,
guidance parameters, and attack conditions as affecting missile
interception properties. However, without a single exception the
research in cited references neglects the time lag between the
command acceleration kr and actual acceleration A.

If l/(rp+l)

is the simplest description of the time lag (p is the
differential operator) and tao indicates the time-to-go. With
respect to T<<tao (long apparent distances), their research

results on zero off-target attack conditions and the value range
of the guidance parameters are correct. However, for T>tao
(short apparent distance) their conclusions are incorrect.
In their research, the solution to the time-lag guidance
problems is considered (mainly for short apparent distances) as
their is no great difference between the long apparent distance
and the available conclusions). The analytical conclusion is
closer to practice.
1. Mathematical Model of Guidance Problems
Let us assume that the problem to be discussed is limited to
planar attack indicated in Fig. 1.

In the figure, these symbols

indicate the following: T is target; I is interceptor; Txyz is
the horizontally shifted coordinate; R = rur, V=vu„, A = aua, Q. = aua
respectively, are line-of-sight distance, relative velocity,
relative acceleration, and vector of rotational angular velocity
of line-of-sight.
/> u,* v> uv^ a^ u„, (o_y_a^
correspond to their
modes and unit vectors. Based on common sense, it is not
difficult to derive the following equations:
R=V = A

/(l)
}

fi = RxV/r2
V = rur+fixR

(2)
(3)

(3), we have
A=ru +Qx(QxR) + 2nxrur+äxR

<4>

By differentiating Eq.

With respect to Eq. (4), let us derive the dot product and cross
product of R.
It is assumed that only the actual proportional
guidance problem (orthogonal intersection between A and R) is
discussed, then we obtain the two following equations:

Fig. 1. Planar attack
r(0) = r o
-(0) = r o

rco +R- A;

(5)
(6)

RxA.-RxA = 2/rQ + r Q

In Eq.

(6) A^ and At indicate, respectively, the acceleration

vectors of the interceptor and target;
the command acceleration, then
proportional guidance,

A = A. — A/

A. = A.f /(xp+ 1) .

\ ic = -K tu ru r x Q,

proportional-guidance constant.

.

if

A^C

is

For actual

Ka« is the

By substituting Ajc and A^ in Eq.

(6), we obtain:

xrCl

= TR

Eqs.

+ (4rr + r)ä+ (2tr + ^— + 2r ~ kj )ü
xA

+TR

x A +R x A ;

, n(o) = n0
tfi(o) = nn

(7)

(5) and (7) constitute a mathematical model of the guidance

problem with consideration of command time lag.
2. Simplification of Mathematical Model
Let us assume that the target flies along a straight line at
constant velocity ( A = A =0 )•
It is also assumed that the
solution to guidance problems is herein discussed by using long
and short line-of-sight distances, respectively, and thus Eqs.

(5) and (7) can be simplified.
For long line-of-sight distances,

i«/go,

T«0

, Eqs.

(5) and

(7) become

r-/V=0;

n + (2-* /n = 0;

Solutions to Eqs.

(8)

r(0) = r0, r(0) = r(

(9)

n(o) = n0

(8) and (9) should be close to the solutions of

Eqs. (5) and (7) with consideration of time lag. However,
solutions to Eqs. (8) and (9) have been given in reference [1].
For short line-of-sight distances, when r is small and not
equal to 0, Eq.

(7) can be simplified:

Q + 4-ö + 2(-)

n = 0i

n(o) = n0, n(o) = Q0

(io)

From the following analysis, we can see that there are
considerable differences between the solutions to Eqs. (8) and
(10) and the solutions to Eqs. (8) and (9). Therefore, the
solutions in reference [1] are not adaptable to short line-ofsight distances.
3. Closed-Form Solution of Guidance Problems with Short Line-ofSight Distances
or
Define d£/d/ = r / r(r * 0)
C = in(r/r0) . r0 is the initial
value of the short line-of-sight distance. Thus

dn/d/ = (r/r)(dfl/dO
and
d2fi/d<2 = (r /r)Vn/dC2)
substituting in Eq. (10), we obtain

•

By

.7

^+4^+2Q = 0; Q(o) = nn, n(o) = n0
'dC
dC-'

(n)

If

Q(0) = 0

,

solve for Eq.

(11)

fi(C) = n0(1.21e "059C - 0.21e
By substituting
P

= r

r

^

C = ln(r/r0)

into Eq.

(12)

(12)

and by assuming that

, we obtain

a

Q(p) = Q0(1.21p-°-59- 0.21p -3-4') = <V(p)
In the equation,
£(p) = 1.21p "°59 -0.21p "3-41
<f(p)-*<x> Q(p) is divergent.

Eq.

2

In the equation,
P

and

(8) becomes
p=pcj;

(14) with

, when r-->0, then

(8) by r0 and by letting p = r/r0

By dividing Eq.

p = r/r0,

(13)

w

p(0) = p0,

= |fi(p)|2 = co\^{p),

P = P0

•

and

(14)

b

y multiplying Eq.

and then integrating, we obtain

p2-p20 = 2(ppdt = 2a>ln(p)
o

nip)

In the equation,

.

05)

is

flip) = 1.82p°82 + 0.27p "2 - O.Olp "482 - 2.08
Dividing Eq.
then Eq.
p = r/r0

(15) with

(15) becomes
and

P0r=f0/r

p]

and by letting

p2/p2 = 2a>Kp) + 1,
•

we

then

a=(cü0/p0)

,

b

Y substituting

obtain

f = ra>l 2*Ti(p) + 1
By dividing Eq.

06)

-

. "(17)

(17) with rQ, and then multiplying with dt before

integration, we obtain

j.(P

j

. ^

, = -Lf'-—i—dp
J
p0 ,V2a^(p)+l

.

In Eq. (18), P0^ a
are known; and tj (p) and p are known
functions of r. Therefore, t can be derived with the given r.
Then we can obtain p(t)
(13), we can derive Q(t)

(or r(t)).

By substituting p(t) into Eq.

(that is, o(t)).

solutions to the guidance problem.

r(t) and tt(t) are

This is to say, that Eqs.

(13) and (18) are closed-form solutions of short line-of-sight
distances in guidance problems.
4. Discussion
(1) Determination of the range of short line-of-sight
distances
The initial value r0 of the short line-of-slight distance is
determined by the instability critical conditions of the system.
From Eq.

(7), we know that

4tr + r = 0
r =

o

4T

~

'O

•

By solving we obtain

'

(19)

which equation is related to T and r$. The high-speed
interceptor r0 is approximately longer than a kilometer,and a
low-speed interceptor is approximately tens of meters.
(2) Solutions to guidance problems with blind zone of
guidance head
In the guidance zone blind head the missile is without
control. Kg=0 is the case of short line-of-sight distances.
Therefore, the mathematical model is the same as that of Eqs. (8)
and (10), therefore the solutions are also the same.
In both
cases (with or without control) of short line-of-sight distances,
<t>(t) are unstable (r=0) .
(3) The effect on the solutions with limited acceleration in
the acceptor.

If the interceptor acceleration is limited, in Eqs. (9) the
proportional guidance constant Kö is decreased. When Kfl<2,
(t)
becomes unstable in the entire range domain of line-of-sight
distances.
s

(4) Oscillatory mathematical model of 0)(t) and its solution
The nonsimplified Eq.
model of o(t).

(7) is the oscillator mathematical

This is adaptable to the line-of-sight range of r

approximately equal to rg.

This is difficult to see an

analytical solution for it but a numerical solution can be
derived.
The first draft of the paper was received in May 1991. The
final revised draft was received for publication in September
1992.
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